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MEETING AGENDA
November 11, 2020
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. - Full board meeting
Zoom Link for Meeting: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88084065879
Goals: Connect with each other, share, and learn how we and our teams are working differently during the COVID-19
pandemic and the pandemic of racism. Share about Morgridge Center operations and highlights.

Item

Time

1. Welcome and Introduction

3:00

2. Working during the pandemic (Morgridge Center for Public Service)

3:15

3. Working during the pandemic (UW Faculty and Staff)

3:30

4. Working during the pandemic (Community Partners)

3:50

5. Voter Engagement Update

4:10

6. Wrap-Up

4:25

7. Meeting Adjourned

4:30

Upcoming Advisory Board meetings:
Wednesday, February 17, 2021, 3:00 – 5:00pm. Location TBD
Tuesday, May 18, 2021, 3:00 – 5:00pm. Location TBD

Earlise Ward, Faculty Director
ecward@wisc.edu
www.morgridge.wisc.edu
608-262-0787

October 30, 2020
Dear Members of the Morgridge Center for Public Service Board of Advisors!
I hope you are well.
We are looking forward to connecting with you at our BOA meeting November 11. The plan for the meeting is to connect
and share. We want to learn how you and your team are working and managing during the COVID-19 pandemic and the
pandemic of racism. We will share how at Morgridge Center we have shifted our focus in response to these two pandemics.
Detailed updates and examples are enclosed in the board meeting material attached. We are excited to have a staff-panel at
the meeting to share how our work is contributing to advancing the mission of the Morgridge Center.
Along with sharing how the Morgridge Center has shifted during these challenging times, we are also humbled by how our
partners in the community have innovated to meet the urgent and changing needs of community members. We look forward
to hearing stories from some of you during a panel conversation highlighting how you have done this important work.
All the Morgridge Center Staff continue to work remotely due to concerns for the safety of our community and students with
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
As you will see, we have continued to fulfill our mission by listening to and centering community voice through having
conversations with our partners that started in the summer, and then finding ways our students, instructors and staff could
support virtually or in non-contact capacities starting in the fall.
We also want to share with you, and welcome your feedback, on how the center has recommitted to prioritizing our efforts to
combat white supremacy culture. The Center wants to work toward being an organization that strives to live its commitment
to our racial and social justice values. For instance, we implemented a monthly Equity and Advocacy all-staff meetings. In
these meetings, we are enhancing our skills and developing tools to critically assess our programs, services, and processes to
implement needed changes.
I am excited to share about a new research project we are working on. It is aimed at learning more about how our
underrepresented minority students are engaging with community. Findings through this project will be used to assess and
enhance our programming to better meet the needs of our underrepresented minority students. This work will help us to
better prepare all students in becoming civically engaged citizens.
We also welcome some new staff members to the team! Please take a look at their bios within the meeting preparation
material before hearing from them at the meeting.
Thank you for your continued support and dedication to promoting the mission of the Center. We know that this has been
an exhausting time for you and your organizations. Please see the enclosed BoA meeting agenda for our upcoming meeting
which will be held using Zoom. Looking forward to seeing you.
Very best wishes,

Earlise Ward
Faculty Director

STAFF TRANSITION

CC Vang

We are thrilled to share that CC has started a master’s program at UW-Madison’s School
of Human Ecology and thankfully re-joined the Morgridge Center Team in August as the
Morgridge Center Graduate Project Assistant! CC will be working on several critical
community-based research projects with Dr. Ward, including a descriptive study to better
understand how and where racial and ethnic minority students at UW-Madison are
engaging in civic and public service. We are thrilled that CC can fulfill this important role
at the Center.
CC completed his term as the AmeriCorps Achievement Connections Campus
Coordinator in July. We want to thank CC for his amazing two years of service to the
Morgridge Center in collaboration with the United Way of Dane County and Madison
Metropolitan School District where he placed many UW-Madison students as math tutors
within the high schools in Madison and Middleton. His contributions extended well beyond
the parameters of the program. He supported the Morgridge Center by offering numerous
presentations to prospective UW-Madison students and their families highlighting the
work of the Center and encouraging civic involvement. He also stepped in during staffing
transitions to support the Badger Volunteers Executive Committee and served as a mentor
for many BV leaders and Morgridge Center interns during his tenure.

Lauren Moy

Zachery Holder

Lauren joined the Morgridge Center this fall as the new Achievement Connections Campus
Coordinator serving in a half-time position. Lauren is currently a junior majoring in biology
and Spanish with a certificate in Chinese professional communications. She has experience
working for a non-profit theater organization and the Minnesota Zoo, and she brings a
passion for connecting with others to create a supportive community based approach to
educating and understanding community. We are thrilled for Lauren to bring her lens as a
UW student as she recruits peers to participate in virtual tutoring opportunities at area high
schools.
Zachery Holder joined the Morgridge Center family as the new Voter Engagement and
Civic Learning Coordinator in late September! Zachery comes to us from Housing where
he served as the Residence Life Coordinator at Chadbourne Hall. He brings a strong
commitment to serving and supporting students as they develop the knowledge, skills, and
commitments to increase and sustain participation in the democratic process. His work will
enhance our ability to increase voting rates on campus for students of color, students in the
STEM fields and graduate students – all populations that were underrepresented in UW’s
2016 voter turnout rates. Zachery will co-chair the BadgersVote Coalition and support
the Student Coalition mobilizing to get students registered and voting on campus. We
are thrilled to have Zachery’s passion and commitment to supporting community-campus
partnerships in working together to increase voter engagement and civic learning at UW!
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FALL UPDATES
We feel it is important to start our updates by acknowledging that we are all in the midst of two pandemics which
have impacted all of us directly and indirectly in ways that we could not have imagined even last February. Here
is a summary of the high-level shifts that we have made to our programming and practice as a result, and more
details can be found throughout the document. As we continue to shift and respond to these unprecedented
times, we encourage and invite your feedback and collaboration.
How we have prioritized community and the safety of all during COVID pandemic:
•

Centered community by waiting to reach out until this summer through the “Community Conversations”
project which consisted of one-on-one conversations with community partners who were able/interested to
speak with us about their changing approaches/identifying opportunities for collaboration with the Morgridge
Center and UW

•

Now soliciting opportunities both from community and campus, populating a Matching crowd-sourced
document where we will assist in matching resources from campus with community engagement opportunities

•

Working with the Office of Business Engagement and University Relations to adopt a CRM (Customer
Relations Management) platform called Salesforce that will create a more sustainable, comprehensive way of
enhancing our ability to serve as matchmakers and boundary-spanners

How our programming and services have adapted as a result:
•

The Badger Volunteers program shifted from team-based community-engagement to individual, virtual
engagement - matching over 150 UW volunteers as tutors, mentors

•

Supported faculty members who had been teaching their courses using a CBL (Community-Based Learning)
approach by either finding virtual engagement opportunities or financially compensating community experts
to serve as guest lecturers, bringing their knowledge to the virtual classroom

•

The Morgridge Center, has joined DCAVS (Dane County Administrators of Volunteer Services) in co-hosting
a Community of Learning meeting series for volunteer services professionals. Given the changing volunteer
landscape due to COVID, volunteer coordinators need opportunities to learn from each other and to share
how we are adapting programs.

Examples of how we have responded to the pandemic of systemic racism:
•

The Center is prioritizing work to combat white supremacy culture and are working toward being an organization
that strives to better live its racial and social justice values by:
Shifting the focus of our 2-day summer planning retreat from strategic planning to elevating our internal 		
racial justice work
Created monthly Equity and Advocacy meetings where space is held to build our skills and also hold up 		
a critical race lens and assess our programs, services, and processes
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We have shifted our meeting structures to center around wellness and equity
Along with graduate project assistant, CC Vang, Dr. Ward is conducting a research project to learn more
about how our underrepresented students are civically engaging with community. Over the years we 		
have seen lower participation of underrepresented minority students in our Badger Volunteers Program		
This project aims to understand the needs of underrepresented students, to inform and guide our 		
programming, to ensure all students are able to become civically engaged

Student Organization Partnership Program
This year, 10 Registered Student Organizations (RSOs) applied for dual affiliation with the Morgridge Center
Student Organization Partnership Program (SOPP). RSOs selected for the SOPP are supported by the
Morgridge Center in building and sustaining community partnerships, accessing transportation, connecting to a
broader student population, and earning secure funding, among other benefits. In the absence of direct service
due to COVID, this year the program will focus on supporting RSOs in the exploration of various pathways of
service that can support their partner organization. This fall the RSOs attended a kick-off social and a workshop
called “Introduction to Community Engagement." We will not be providing transportation support this fall.

Achievement Connections
We continue our partnership with United Way of Dane County and AmeriCorps to host an Achievement
Connections Campus Coordinator. This year we have hired a half-time placement who will focus on connecting
college students to virtual tutoring opportunities at Madison Metropolitan School District and Middleton Cross
Plains Area School District. The program is expanding support services this year and will attempt to pair tutors to
academic support areas beyond math.

Dane County Administrators of Volunteer Services (DCAVS) & Morgridge Center CollaborationCommunity of Learning
DCAVS, in collaboration with the Morgridge Center is excited to announce a new Community of Learning
meeting series for volunteer services professionals. COVID-19 and the changing volunteer landscape has had a
major impact on the way that volunteers support community identified needs. Now, more than ever, folks working
with volunteers can learn from each other and how we are adapting programs. The Community of Learning
meeting series will engage in learning, reflection and collaboration opportunities for people who work with
volunteers. Topics might include:
•

Setting up virtual volunteer opportunities

•

Navigating new training needs for volunteers

•

How to do virtual volunteer appreciation

•

Having conversations around power, privileged, and positionality
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Community Outreach
The Community Outreach Intern will support the DCAVS/Morgridge Center Community of Learning series
while also reestablishing a regular community partner newsletter to share training opportunities, resources,
events and research studies that would be particularly well suited for the non-profit sector. These opportunities
will allow the Morgridge Center to stay well-connected to community organizations while also respecting the
heavy load placed on our community partners navigating two pandemics. Our community outreach intern will
also be conducting research on creating a community advisory committee; a group of representatives from our
community partners that can help inform the work of the Center. We hope to explore the creation of a new
community committee in fall 2021.

Peer Advising
Two peer advisors are working virtually this semester to connect UW students to virtual volunteer opportunities
and other pathways to public service. The advisors’ main goal is to match up a student’s interests with a need
in the community, and this year the advisors will focus on helping students think about ways to engage with the
community beyond direct service. The peer advisors have had 10 appointments so far this semester.

Public Service Fair
On September 16, 2020, The Morgridge Center for Public Service, SuccessWorks at the College of Letters and
Science and School of Human Ecology hosted the Fall Public Service Fair. The event was held virtually this fall
utilizing the Handshake platform which allowed for both 1:1 video conferencing and slot sign ups as well as group
chat/ facilitation during the event. The event was free of charge this fall to all “employers/community partners!”
Approximately 111 students and about 50 organizations attended, with a 50-60 companies recommended
maximum/cap. Overall, the event went well, and we anticipate using a virtual format in the Spring as well.

Campus Outreach
Our Campus Outreach Intern, Vic Soto, has worked hard to represent the MCPS in virtual fairs and orientations
across campus this year. While many events have transitioned to a virtual format, she has worked to adjust materials
to reflect engagement in a remote setting. She has represented MCPS in events such as Multicultural Student
Organization Fair & Welcome, Virtual Fall Open House, Internship Extravaganza and SOAR.
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VOTER ENGAGEMENT
Adapting to an all-virtual environment has allowed Voter Engagement to take an innovative approach to outreach
and voter mobilization. A new website has been created for BadgersVote on the Morgridge Center website
to allow for a space for on-going civic learning and a space to host our virtual outreach. The team of interns,
community partners, and staff led several projects that paved the way to increase voter turnout in several 2020
elections. This fall we have 11 vote interns supported by 4 collaborating organizations. Some key initiatives to
highlight include:
•

Voterpalooza - Campus-wide effort to promote civic engagement before the April Primary

•

Zoom the Vote - A four-week series of one-hour long Zoom presentations about all things voting.
Complimented by several shorter videos highlighting voter resources, ways to engage, and common challenges.

•

Podcast Your Vote - A podcast dedicated to increase voter engagement by reminding all students of the
power they hold to change the world

•

Virtual Voting Office Hours - The School of Education and League of Women Voter volunteers hosted
virtual office hours for students to have voting questions answered

•

Democracy in the Park - City of Madison poll workers helped register voters, answer questions about the
voting process and accept the delivery of absentee ballots

•

Student Vote Organizers - Fifteen energized individuals were hired to mobilize peers, share voting
resources, sign peers up for voter registration sessions and pledge to vote

•

Electronic issuance of voter ID - The process to obtain a voter-compliant ID was adjusted to allow students
to go to voterid.wisc.edu to produce their own voter ID that could accompany their WisCard necessary to
complete their voter identification form

•

Messaging - Campus is communicating with students throughout the fall via email, social media, text
messaging platform, and virtual events to educate and engage them in the voting process

•

Early in-person absentee voting on campus - Campus was able to host in-person voter registration and
two weeks of in-person absentee voting Oct. 20-30 at three convenient locations (Memorial Union, Union
South, East Campus Mall). This is a very popular option as it allows students to complete the entire process,
from registering to casting a ballot, in one stop at the time/location of their choosing. They can also return
later if, for example, they need to find missing documentation
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BADGER VOLUNTEERS
Summer 2020 Badger Volunteers
Due to the pandemic, we shifted summer programming from a direct service program to a learning and community
building series. Badger Volunteers hosted four educational sessions covering the following topics:
•

Cycle of Socialization

•

Power and Privilege

•

Introduction to Community Engagement

•

Entering community

•

Know Your Rights session facilitated by the ACLU of Wisconsin

•

Introduction to storytelling for racial justice

Student feedback on the educational sessions included highlighting the importance of reflecting on one’s own
identities when entering and contributing to community building, as well as the importance of cultural humility and
building trust. Additionally, Badger Volunteers hosted three socials to create space for fun and community building
among peers.

Fall 2020 Badger Volunteers
This semester, we have 178 Badger Volunteers serving individually with 7 community partner organizations. Due
to the COVID pandemic, all volunteers are serving virtually or remotely, with most conducting work through
online platforms and a handful of students conducting work outdoors in non-contact capacities at Lake Wingra. A
renewed focus has been placed on student development, with the Badger Volunteers Executive Board Education
Committee focusing on the implementation of a new workshop learning series. Badger Volunteers are required
to attend one workshop a semester, with all workshops providing students intentional space to further develop
their critical consciousness, an understanding of asset-based community development, and power and privilege.
Continued efforts like these we hope will result in a greater number of students intentionally participating in Badger
Volunteers, utilizing skills and knowledge gained to consciously enter community with reciprocal relationships at
the forefront of their direct service.

Badger Volunteers Community Partners
This year, we brought on a new community partner, the Girl Scouts of Wisconsin - Badgerland. This program filled
up almost immediately during registration and is providing Badger Volunteers the opportunity to support local
troops on life skills and civic engagement, STEM and STEAM programming, entrepreneurship, and financial
literacy, and outdoors and environmental stewardship. Additional fall community partners include Friends of Lake
Wingra, Goodman Community Center, Hamilton Middle School, eleven local middle schools through the Urban
League of Greater Madison’s Schools of Hope tutoring program, Madison Catholic Charities Adult Day Center,
and West High School’s Virtual Tutoring Center. All our Badger Volunteers partners and the associated volunteer
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opportunities reflect community partner-identified opportunities and needs during the pandemic.

Badger Volunteers Reflection
A significant component of our pivot this semester due to the pandemic included temporarily eliminating the team
component of Badger Volunteers given the nature of virtually volunteering and seeking to best meet community
partner opportunities and needs. Given the shift, as well as our refocus on student development within the program,
we redesigned reflection and are intentionally expanding the depth to which we ask students to reflect upon their
direct service. Participation in monthly reflections is now required, as is the completion of a reflection after each
workshop and education session. The monthly reflection tool asks questions tied to what students are learning,
what challenges they are facing, and how they are growing as individuals and their understanding of social issues
within a systemic and local community context. The reflection tool for workshops and education sessions creates
an opportunity for students to reflect on what they learned, how they will apply the new knowledge in action, as
well as their “why” for attending the selected workshops or education sessions. With the reflection tools, we seek
to strengthen student development and learning to support students in taking their direct service experience and
applying the knowledge and skills to all areas of their life in Madison and beyond.
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COMMUNITY-ENGAGED SCHOLARSHIP AND CBL
Morgridge Fellows
This year, eleven faculty, staff, and graduate students were selected to be Morgridge Fellows. This learning
community seeks to further institutionalize and support community-engaged scholarship, defined as teaching,
research, and scholarly activities performed in equitable, mutually beneficial collaboration with communities to
fulfill campus and community objectives.
The Morgridge Fellows cohort meets monthly to discuss community-based learning and research, developing
partnerships, and preparing themselves and students to go into the community. The cohort members all have
community engagement projects, including developing CBL courses, building their own community partnerships,
and supporting student community engagement. The fellows are led by Morgridge Center Assistant Director for
Community-Engaged Scholarship Beth Tryon and Community-Engaged Scholarship Specialist Haley Madden,
along with guest speakers from campus and community perspectives.
•

Angela Richardson, Aesthetics and Business Project Coordinator, Bolz Center for Arts Administration at the
School of Business

•

Caroline Gottschalk Druschke, Associate Professor, English

•

Claire Barrett, Healthy Academics Specialist, University Health Services

•

Dan Grupe, Associate Scientist, Center for Healthy Minds

•

Jules Reynolds, Doctoral student, Department of Geography and The Nelson Institute

•

Kim Whitmore, Assistant Professor, School of Nursing

•

Linda M. Pheng, PhD Candidate, Department of Educational Policy Studies

•

Maitreyee Sanjiv Marathe, Graduate Student, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

•

Nathan Larson, Director, Cultivate Health Initiative, Environmental Design Lab, Department of Planning and
Landscape Architecture

•

Susan Andrea, Assistant Professor, Department of Kinesiology

•

Vivian Tamkin, Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology

Association for Graduate Engaged Scholars (AGES)
AGES will be collaborating with the Diversity, Inclusion, and Funding office in the Graduate School for two virtual
events. In October, we will host a panel on voter engagement and in November we will host an event about
Community Engaged Scholarship tailored towards graduate students. AGES members are also working to create
documents to support graduate students that want to integrate community engagement into their professional
and research degree programs.
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Graduate Certificate/Doctoral Minor in Community-Engaged Scholarship
The new graduate certificate/doctoral minor in Community-Engaged Scholarship is enrolling interested students,
including several who are looking to complete their certificates within the upcoming academic year.

Community-Based Learning Courses
In the 2019-20 academic year, 126 CBL courses enrolled 4,179 total CBL students, resulting in at least 104,475
hours of community engagement. At the 2020 spring break, all class sessions pivoted to online instruction and
most in-person community-engagement was suspended, except for things like no-contact food deliveries to
families, for example. Over the summer, a campus committee worked to put a field placement guide and systems
in place due to the COVID virus, allowing for very few courses that met the threshold of engaging students inperson, but many that have continued things such as virtual tutoring.

Community-based learning course development grants
The funding call is currently out for community-based learning course development grants. The Course
Development Grant program is intended to support courses that bring together a diverse group of UW-Madison
students to engage in community-based learning with non-profit or community organizations. Extra consideration
will be given to proposals that address racial justice, community requests for COVID-19 pandemic response, and/
or health disparities. Proposals for funding are due December 15, 2020.

Community-based research grants
The community-based research grant provides up to $5,000 to a faculty, staff member, or graduate student to
design and implement a new community-based research (CBR) project. The goal is to add a CBR component
to an existing project or continue an ongoing CBR project toward a new phase. Extra consideration will be given
to proposals that address racial justice, community requests for COVID-19 pandemic response, and/or health
disparities. Proposals for funding are due December 15, 2020.

Bagels and Research
This academic year, we are transitioning the Bagels and Research program online in response to the pandemic. We
are currently developing our roster of presenters, given that the pandemic disrupted many plans. We will restart
this program in November, and more updates will be found on our website as we receive them.

Community Engagement Preparation
This semester, the Morgridge Center has launched our newly developed Community Engagement Preparation
online module series. These self-guided modules are intended to provide students with the training and information
necessary to engage in more equitable and respectful community engagement. These modules, as well as a
workshop curriculum that covers similar material, arose from the continued progress on UW’s Civic Action Plan.
This curriculum is intended to expose students to ideas related to power, privilege, equitable relationships, and
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more. These modules and workshops are being utilized by instructors of community-based learning courses and
by some student groups. Community partners and UW staff interested in learning more about this curriculum are
encouraged to contact Cory Sprinkel at sprinkel@wisc.edu.

Civic Action Plan (CAP)
Although some of our work on CAP implementation slowed down due to COVID-19, we have been making
progress in our efforts to develop a publicity toolkit. We are thankful for the support and guidance of our CAP
implementation team and staff at UW Communications in working with us to develop content for the publicity
toolkit.
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BOARD OF ADVISORS CONTACT INFORMATION
Ruben Anthony
Urban League of Greater Madison
2222 S. Park Street, Suite 200
Madison, WI 53713
608.729.1208
Barry Burden
Department of Political Science
1050 Bascom Mall
Madison, WI 53706
bcburden@wisc.edu
608.263.6351
Shehrose Charania
UW-Madison Undergraduate Student
Newman Civic Fellow ‘20
charania@wisc.edu
Jane Chesbro
Total Administrative Services Corp
(TASC)
2302 International Ln.
Madison, WI 53704
jane.chesbro@tasconline.com
608.212.8709

Barbara Duerst
School of Medicine and Public Health
750 Highland Ave.
Madison, WI 53705
barbara.duerst@wisc.edu
608.263.4215
Brenda Gonzalez
Community Relations Director
92 Bascom Hall
500 Lincoln Dr.
Madison, WI 53706
brenda.gonzalez@wisc.edu
608.262.4315
Karen Menendez-Coller
Centro Hispano of Dane County
810 W. Badger Rd.
Madison, WI 53713
karen@micentro.org
608.442.4010
Tashia Morgridge
107 Mapache Drive
Portola Valley, CA 94028
tashiamor@gmail.com
650.851.8945
Christina Olstad
Dean of Students
UW-Madison
70 Bascom Hall
500 Lincoln Dr
Madison, WI 53706
colstad2@wisc.edu

Linn Posey-Maddox
Associate Professor of Educational
Policy Studies
219 Education, 1000 Bascom Mall
University of Wisconsin, Madison
lposey@wisc.edu
608.262.6863
Mary Rouse
Morgridge Center for Public Service
Red Gym, Room 154
716 Langdon St.
mkrouse@wisc.edu
Madison, WI 53706
608.265.8247
Linda Vakunta
City of Madison Deputy Mayor
210 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
Room 403
Madison, WI 53703
lvakunta@cityofmadison.com
John Zumbrunnen
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning
UW-Madison
Bascom Hall
500 Lincoln Dr
Madison, WI 53706
zumbrunnen@wisc.edu

BOARD OF ADVISORS MEMBER BIOS
Ruben L. Anthony, Jr.: President & CEO, Urban League
Dr. Anthony has been the President and CEO of the Urban League of Greater Madison since March of 2015.
Over the past 30 years, Ruben has been a senior manager in the public, private and not profit sectors. He is a
subject matter expert (SME) in developing job placement strategies and in minority business development.
The majority of his career has been spent with the Wisconsin Department of Transportation where he started
as a first line supervisor and eventually became the Deputy Secretary and the Chief Operations Officer.
In 2017, he was awarded the Golden Champion Award by the National Association of Minority Contractors –
Wisconsin Chapter, for leadership in minority business development in the Wisconsin Construction Industry.

Barry Burden: Professor, Department of Political Science and Director, Elections Research
Center
Barry Burden is a professor of political science and founding director of the Elections Research Center. He
also holds the Lyons Family Chair in Electoral Politics. His research, teaching, and service activities revolve
around American politics with a focus on electoral politics, public opinion, and representation. Burden is
author of numerous articles and books including Personal Roots of Representation. He is a frequent source
for journalists covering politics and a frequent speaker to community groups around greater Madison and the
state. In 2018 he was the faculty co-leader of the Big Ten Voting Challenge, a campus-wide effort to promote
student voter engagement. Burden earned his Ph.D. at The Ohio State University in 1998 and was on the
faculty at Harvard University before coming to UW-Madison in 2006.

Shehrose Charania: Undergraduate Student, UW-Madison
Shehrose Charania is a fourth-year undergraduate student majoring in Health Promotion and Health Equity,
with certificates in Global Health and Public Policy. Shehrose is originally from Pakistan and identify as a
Pakistani Muslim American. Her decision to major in Health Promotion and Health Equity, with a certificate in
Global Health is informed by her first-hand experience as a teenage immigrant living in Chicago, and taking
on the role of “patient navigator” to help her parents navigate our complex health care system. Shehrose
quickly recognized her parents struggles navigating the complex health care system was not an isolated
event. Determined to be a “social justice change maker” Shehrose created a Tutoring Center in Chicago to
educate individuals on English, health, and technology, with the goal of increasing their health literacy. She also
stared working as a health coach at a local clinic supporting patients in accessing responsive care and taking
better control of their health. In addition to her community civic engagements, Shehrose is also engaging in
UW-Madison Research and Education mission; she is an Undergraduate Research Scholar. In her free time,
Shehrose writes and performs poetry to change her narrative from one of oppression to one of optimism.

BOARD OF ADVISORS MEMBER BIOS
Jane Chesbro: Executive Vice President of Business Administration, TASC (Total Administrative
Services Corporation)
Jane Chesbro has more than 30 years of experience in the insurance and financial services industry holding
senior leadership positions. She has led several business functions, including operations, sales, finance,
actuarial and product management, spanning over a variety of insurance and investment products and service
offerings. Prior to joining TASC in 2016, Jane worked at CUNA Mutual Group. In her current role, Jane
leads the transaction side of TASC Operations’ business administration and business conversion teams. A
Wisconsin native, Jane earned her Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics and Minor in Finance from
UW-Whitewater. Jane is active in her community as a United Way Key Club member, Women United
member, former Loaned Executive and former Account Executive. She has been a member of the Society
of Actuaries and member of the American Academy of Actuaries for over 25 years. She’s also the Executive
Sponsor for TASC’s membership with the University of Wisconsin E-Business Consortium (UWEBC).

Barbara Duerst: Deputy Director, Master of Public Health Program, School of Medicine and
Public Health
Barbara Duerst is a Faculty Associate and the Deputy Director of the Master of Public Health (MPH)
Program, Academic Affairs, School of Medicine and Public Health, UW-Madison. She joined the Program in
2006. In 2018 she received the SMPH Dean’s Teaching Award and has received the MPH Program’s Teacher
of the year award, in 2016-2017Barbara received a baccalaureate degree in nursing from Edgewood College
and a Master's Degree in community health nursing and administration from the University of WisconsinMadison. She began her career in Green County, Wisconsin where she served as a public health nurse and
eventually the Health Officer in the local health department. She spent 11 years working at the Wisconsin
Office of Rural Healthon a variety of programs that promoted access to quality, affordable healthcare for
Wisconsin's rural residents. She served as a Family Living Educator in the University Extension system where
she focused her programming on nutrition and families in stress and transition.

Brenda Gonzalez
Brenda González is the UW–Madison’s director of community relations. González serves as a point of
contact with local community and nonprofit organizations to help develop strategies to ensure the university
is engaged. And with the Madison mayor’s office, Madison city council, the Dane County Executive’s office,
Dane County Board of Supervisors, and local government leaders and legislative bodies. González has
previous experience on campus. She was the health equity career development program manager with the
CCHE at UW SMPH providing coordination to the Health Equity Leadership Institute. She has a bachelor’s
degree in social psychology from UAM-Xochimilco in Mexico.

BOARD OF ADVISORS MEMBER BIOS
Karen Menendez Coller: Executive Director, Centro Hispano
Long before taking the lead at Centro Hispano of Dane County, Karen Menendez Coller started her work
helping Latino families in the United States. Menendez Coller was born in El Salvador and grew up while
the country was torn by a vicious civil war. Her father dreamed of a better life for his children and moved the
family to the United States, where they settled in Los Angeles in 1987, when Menendez Coller was about 13.
Dr. Coller earned her bachelor’s degree in cell biology at the University of California, Berkeley, then spent a
year in Zambia at an HIV counseling and testing site. She returned to the U.S. to earn a master’s degree at the
University of Michigan and P.h.D at Johns Hopkins, both in public health.

Tashia Morgridge: Ex Officio and Founder of the Morgridge Center for Public Service
Tashia earned her bachelor’s degree from the School of Education and received a master’s degree in education
from Lesley College in Massachusetts in 1975. She is now a retired special education teacher and works as a
volunteer teacher for the learning disabled. She serves on several boards, including the School of Education’s
Board of Visitors and is a past member of the UW Foundation, the Bascom Hill Society and the Wisconsin
Alumni Association. She is also actively engaged in many volunteer activities for numerous nonprofit
organizations. These include the Morgridge Family Foundation, Interplast, Inc., the American Leadership
Forum for Silicon Valley and the Nature Conservancy. Tashia serves on the national advisory board for the
Haas Center for Public Service at Stanford University, a program that served as a model for the Morgridge
Center at UW-Madison.

Christina Olstad: Dean of Students
Christina Olstad joined UW-Madison as the Dean of Students in July 2019. Dean Olstad has nearly twenty
years of experience in higher education administration. She received undergraduate and master’s degrees
in social work from Augsburg University and an Ed.D. in educational leadership and policy studies from the
University of Vermont. Prior to joining UW-Madison, Dean Olstad served as Interim Assistant Vice President
for Student Affairs, Housing & Residence Life at Towson University in Towson, Maryland. She’s also held
positions at Augsburg University, the University of New England, the University of Vermont, and Semester at
Sea.
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Linn Posey-Maddox: Associate Professor of Educational Policy Studies, UW-Madison
Linn Posey-Maddox is an Associate Professor of Educational Policy Studies at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. She is also an affiliate of the Department of Afro-American Studies, the Department of Sociology,
and the Institute for Research on Poverty. Posey-Maddox’s research and teaching interests are focused on
urban and suburban education; education and urban policy; families and schools; and qualitative research
methods. In her research she seeks to understand: 1) how social inequities linked to race, class, and place
shape the school and community experiences of parents, students, and teachers and 2) how individuals and
groups contribute to the production, reproduction, or challenging of educational inequities in their choices
and everyday actions. She uses qualitative methods to explore these questions, and draws principally on
sociological perspectives. She is the author of When Middle-Class Parents Choose Urban Schools: Class,
Race, and the Challenge of Equity in Public Education (University of Chicago). She has published articles
in journals such as Teachers College Record, the British Journal of Sociology of Education, the Journal of
Education Policy, and the American Journal of Education. Both Dr. Posey-Maddox’s teaching and research are
informed by her experiences as a former elementary school teacher.

Mary Rouse: Ex officio Board Member
Mary (B.S. Michigan State University, M.A. University of Michigan-Ann Arbor) retired from the University
of Wisconsin-Madison as Director of the Morgridge Center for Public Service in July 2005, having been
instrumental in creating the Center in 1994. She reflects on her good fortune to have been given the
assignment by Chancellor Ward to expand the curricular and co-curricular service, learning and research
opportunities for students, faculty and staff on campus. From there, she began to listen carefully, respond to
and form partnerships to meet the identified community needs of nonprofits, individuals and families in local,
national and international communities. In almost 38 years of full-time employment at the University, she held
several positions in student and academic affairs, including serving as Dean of Students/Chief Student Affairs
Officer from 1987-2000. Her commitment to public service underpinned by the Wisconsin Idea is woven
through her University and personal life by her service in many nonprofit organizations, such as the Community
Immigration Law Center, the Friends Board of the UW-Extension Dane County’s Financial Education Center,
Team Sickle Cell and Downtown Madison Rotary. She often reminds the people with whom she is working that
she never works alone.
Linda Vakunta: Deputy Mayor, City of Madison
Dr. Linda Vakunta has a background in program evaluation and qualitative research with experience
developing evaluation tools, conducting evaluations, and using data to implement program changes. She
brings expertise in process and impact evaluations, youth development work, human trafficking victims
support services, stakeholder engagement, as well as team training and management. She has extensive
experience conducting program development, monitoring and evaluation work in West Africa and South,
Central and North AmericaLinda’s effective leadership has led to the successful implementation and growth
of several programs, mostly notably in her role as Executive Director of Project 1808 Inc., a Sierra Leone-base
education and health-focused INGO that aim. s to promote STEM fields and leadership skills among student
participants. Linda brings her deep-rooted contextual knowledge of West Africa and language skills (Pidgin,
English, and French) to her evaluation work.
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John Zumbrunnen: Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning, UW-Madison
John Zumbrunnen has wide-ranging interests in the history of political thought, democratic theory, and
American political thought. Much of his published scholarship has been on ancient Greek political thought
and its relevance for thinking about democracy today. He is also an UW Educational Innovation Senior Fellow,
working in particular on issues surrounding online teaching and learning. A recipient of the Chancellor’s
Distinguished Teaching Award, the Phi Beta Kappa Excellence in Teaching Award and the Alliant Energy
Underkofler Excellence in Teaching Award, Zumbrunnen leads a short term summer study abroad program in
Dublin and Belfast (“UW Rebels and Revolutions in Ireland”) and is working with partners to develop a study
away program in Puerto Rico (“Ecological Restoration as Civic Engagement”).

